


“Decisions at ICANN are made by 
people who show up. People who 
scream most loudly.”

- Kathy Kleiman



� Speaking
� Listening
� Writing



� Verbally communicate your ideas
� Listen to and comprehend the 

responses
� Summarize in writing



Most effective way for members to 
participate in ICANN policy 
development



� How prepared are members to 
collaborate?

� How many have collaborated 
previously?

� What qualities and skills are 
required of the “penholder”?



� Developing writing skills develops 
confidence

� Broadens pool of contributors
� Diversity and new ideas
� Stronger voice



Prepare members to collaborate 
towards developing a succinct, 
coherent response to issues raised 
during a Policy Development Process 
(PDP)





� Opportunity to build 
NCUC through 
constituent feedback

� Share diverse opinions 
as first step towards 
collaboration



� Opportunity to engage outside of 
ICANN as a member of ICANN 
community



� Understand the rules 
and process of public 
comment

� Weigh content v. length
� Identify specific areas of 

concern
� Cleary state your 

reasoning, research 
support for your claims, 
present evidence



� Establish your expertise as a 
constituency: distinguish your 
comments from others

� Add examples to support your 
position

� Acknowledge opposing views and 
explain “Why my position is the best 
position”



� Address specific group or 
individual

� State the policy and your 
position on it

� Introduce your constituency 
and why it is uniquely 
qualified to comment

� Describe how your 
constituents would be 
affected



� Recognize opposing views and offer 
your alternatives

� Explain how your position improves the 
policy

� Close with a compelling summary and a 
Call to Action





33 year Broadcast 
Journalism career





33 year Broadcast 
Journalism career

Senior Director of Communications 
ICANN     2009 - 2015







� Get Started
� Policy
� Public Comment

















Vast differences in:
�Thought Process
�Structure
�Clarity
�Message delivery
�Effectiveness



No “right” way to write a public comment
Plenty of “wrong” ways

� Be Respectful
� Be Direct
� Be Brief
� Be Convincing





Example #1: Tone

NCSG comments on the Draft 
Recommendations of the CCWG 
Accountability WS2 on
SO/AC Accountability



Example #1: Introduction

NCSG welcomes the draft CCWG 
Accountability WS2 recommendation on 
SO/AC accountability.

These recommendations are an important 
contribution to strengthening ICANN’s overall 
accountability and in particular that of the 
ICANN community.



Example #1: Conclusion

NCSG welcomes the draft recommendations: 
they are an important contribution to the 
evolution of the overall accountability of ICANN 
and its community. 



Example #1: Conclusion

NCSG also looks forward to further discussion 
as to whether the recommendations as a whole 
adequately address the important issue of 
preventing capture.



Example #1: Tone

Despite the 25 recommendations, there 
remains a broader question that does not seem 
fully answered.



Example #1: Tone

Do the recommendations in Track 1 fully 
address this fundamental question?
The recommendations appear to partially 
address the issue…



Example #1: Tone

It would be useful to understand how the 
recommendations concretely address the issue 
of capture in more detail 



Example #1: Tone

NCSG suggests that it might also be useful for 
there to be a fuller understanding 



Example #2: Structure

Non-Commercial Stakeholders Group 
on the Draft Report for Public 
Comment on the Review of the At-
Large Community by ITEMS 
International



Example #2: Structure

22 numbered paragraphs into 5 “issue” 
sections and but no relationship between 
numbers and the issues



Example #2: Structure
Introduction:

At-Large has been dominated by a few 
people…

It is too focused on internal committees

It is not focused on holding ICANN (via the 
Board)



Example #2: Structure
Introduction:

…perceived mission overlap between At-Large 
and NCSG’s constituencies

…random selection rather than merit bases 
selection…worth trialling

…out of scope to recommend new gTLD
auctions be used to fund At-Large



Example #2: Structure
Headlines:

Relationship between between the NCSG and 
the At-Large Community

Random Selection is Imperfect But Could it be 
Better than the Status Quo?



Example #2: Structure
Headlines:

Opposition to New gTLD Auction Proceeds 
Fund Being Used to Fund the Ongoing 
Activities of At-Large, Unless that is the 
Community’s Decision

Other Observations



Example #2: Structure
Conclusion:

Thank you again for inviting our input…
We are grateful to ITEMS International…
We hope you will find our comments helpful
We would be delighted to provide you with 
further comment



Example #3: Individual
ICANN’s IRT Comments – Alex Gakuru
Introduction: 

My name is Alex Gakuru. I am the Chairman, 
ICT Consumers Association of Kenya, an 
irrepressible individual Internet users’ rights 
lobbyist...hereby making a personal view of the 
IRT proposal before ICANN.



Example #3: Individual

Free Expression – The proposal will curtail 
online expression

Fair Use - IRT will further criminalise innovation

Competition – As corporations 
grow…competition may be stifled



Example #3: Individual

Therefore, in view of my above concerns, I pray 
that ICANN rejects the IRT proposal



� Understand policy and 
position you are taking for 
or against it

� Try to limit your comment 
to a specific concern

Plan Your Position



� Know the policy and the facts 
surrounding it

� Determine how your position would 
make the policy better

Research Your Comment



Paragraph #1
� Identify yourself and state the policy 

at hand
� Recognize the work of volunteers

Write Your Comment



Paragraph #2
� Support your objection with reason 

and evidence
� Explain why you or your 

constituency is qualified to comment 
on this issue

Write Your Comment



Paragraph #3
� Connect to the people you represent
� How will they be affected by policy?
� Distinguish your comment from 

others

Write Your Comment



Paragraph #4
� Propose your alternative solution 

along with a Plan of Action 
� List key indicators of success
� Present a timeline to monitor success

Write Your Comment



Paragraph #5
� Be compelling in your summation
� Express appreciation to the policy 

makers
� Urge a Call to Action around your 

alternative solution

Write Your Comment



Example #4: Individual

IP Justice Comments on IRT Report: “IP 
Justice Opposes the IRT Report 
Proposals 



Example #4: Individual

IP Justice is a nonprofit public benefit 
organization based in San Francisco that 
promotes balanced intellectual property rights 
in Internet law and policy.                            



Example #4: Individual

IP Justice is opposed to all the major proposals 
contained within the IRT Report as being 
beyond the bounds of trademark law and 
beyond the scope of ICANN’s technical 
mandate.                            



Example #4: Individual

…shift the burden and the cost of protecting 
brands over to Internet users and away from 
the private companies…

…harmful impact on freedom of expression

…biased composition of the IRT Team and the 
secretive manner in which it did its work.



Example #4: Individual

Despite its hard work and long hours, which we 
all recognize and appreciate, the IRT Team 
failed its mandate to find a solution acceptable 
to all.



Example #4: Individual

ICANN should ensure other stakeholders’ 
views can be heard (and not only the IP 
Constituency) by providing travel support to 
noncommercial users and others who have 
significant concerns with the proposals but no 
resources to participate.



Example #4: Individual

Conclusion: 
ICANN must not allow the constant threats 
from intellectual property lobbyists prevent the 
organization from introducing new gTLDs and 
creating an Internet that benefits everyone.



Example #4: Individual

Conclusion: 
Please do not allow their threats to hold up the 
process any further by continuing with the IRT 
Report in any form.



Thank you!

Any questions?


